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Project Rationale 

 CFPB mandated to “provide opportunities for consumers to access savings, 
borrowing, and other services found at mainstream financial institutions” 

 Mismatch between intentions and behavior in the savings space  

 53 percent of households making less than $40,000 reported saving nothing 
during the year 

 Among these respondents 17 percent were unbanked* 

 Savings feature on a prepaid card could help underserved consumers save 

 “Earmarking” savings could help consumers dedicate funds for emergencies 

 Meet consumers where they are  savings vehicle on prepaid card already in use 

*Source:  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.  Report on the Economic Well-Being of U.S. Households in 2015. 
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Research Questions 

 

 Can certain interventions encourage saving behavior? 

 

 Is saving behavior associated with better outcomes for consumers? 

 

 

 American Express implemented various marketing strategies as 
part of a randomized controlled trial (RCT) 

 Reserve “set aside” feature on Serve card 
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Interventions 

 Encouragement via email – Encouraged Serve users to set up and 
use Reserve by highlighting benefits of saving  

 Encouragement via direct mail – Provided magnet urging 
consumers to “picture the possibilities” that could result from saving 

 Promotional Incentives – Offered $10 incentive to encourage 
savings behavior through Reserve 

 Automatic Transfers – Highlighted automatic transfer 
functionality of Serve funds into Reserve  

 

 AmEx also surveyed study participants 9 months post-intervention to 
learn more about personal finance topics 
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Participant Experience 
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Study participants 

 Approximately 540,000 Serve prepaid card users  

 “Active” card users (approximately 240,000 users)  

 “Inactive” card users (approximately 300,000 users) 

 60 percent reported annual, pretax HH income less than $50k in 2014 

 26 percent reported not having checking or savings account 

 41 percent reported having at least a checking or savings account and 
using Alternative Financial Services (AFS) in 2015 

 Money orders, check cashing, rent-to-own services, pawn shop, refund 
anticipation loans, remittances, payday loans  
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Research Results Recap 

 Individuals in incentive-only group were more than two 
times as likely to enroll in Reserve than those in control  

 All treatments that included the incentive resulted in greater 
enrollment than those without the incentive 

 Receiving all three treatments in combination led to 40 
percent decrease in reported payday loan use compared to 
control (survey results) 
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Discussion 

 Simple, low-touch methods of encouraging uptake of a savings 
feature on a prepaid card drove customers to take action  

 Interventions reduced utilization of high-cost credit source 

 Findings may be unique to the Serve population, may not translate 
to other prepaid card users or similar products 

 However, pilot results suggest tangible financial benefits from:  

 incentivizing prepaid card customers to save,  

 providing an opportunity to do so using a feature that keeps funds 
for saving separate from funds for spending 
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